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 You can make loops, you can download or stream them on your mobile devices, you can create your own playlist, you can share it with friends and followers. It's a whole new generation of video creation. Coub is for everyone, it's a free-wheeling playground of a community of creators and curators, with tools for video creation and sharing, as well as tools to find and create the best content. Remix
Coub is also one of the earliest users of Remix. Remix is a decentralized, easy-to-use platform for remixing and reposting YouTube videos. What are remixes? Remixes are essentially a way to create a new video using a combination of materials from other videos on the platform. For example, you can take a video, that contains any type of clip, from a music video, to a home video, or any other media

and remix it to create something completely new. Remixes are kind of like Pinterest for video. You can create and remix new videos with different styles and colors, using music and graphics from around the web. Anyone can create remixes, but Remix is also moderated by moderators, meaning you have to be approved to create a remix. It's a great way to find content from around the web that you
can use for your video, but you have to be careful because most content on Remix is copyrighted and you are not supposed to steal from the internet. There are definitely some great remixes on Remix, but I can only find a few video links on the YouTube channel. But don't worry, it's easy to find remixes on other platforms too. Liked it? Take a second to support Malary on Patreon!Devices and

processes for stripping textile materials are well known in the art. For example, German Offenlegungsschrift DE-OS 31 32 213 discloses a process and a device for thermomechanically cleaning textile material by means of a drum, in which the textile material is repeatedly entrained by an air stream. In another known textile material treatment process and device, the textile material is deposited as a
coherent mass and entrained by a fluidized stream of compressed air. The compressed air in this device is supplied as a "jet" or stream of compressed air. The compressed air is ejected onto a conveyor belt which carries the textile material over an inclined supporting surface. The compressed air is sprayed onto the textile material in such a way that the fabric is lifted and falls back down 82157476af
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